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Traditional deep learning learns everything from “big data”
But big data can cost billions (or may not even be available)



Scientific knowledge 
is models



Scientific Machine Learning is model-based data-efficient machine learning

Modern experimental procedures quickly 
captures terabytes of data “Big data” pales

in comparison to
the “data” and
experimental validation
captured in a single model

How do we simultaneously use both sources of knowledge?



Machine 
Learning does 
prediction.
How do we 
make ML do 
Science?

How do we fix our models to match new data 
sources?

How do we accelerate the simulation of our models?

How do we generate hypotheses to test and learn 
mechanisms?

How do we know what data would differentiate 
hypotheses?

How do we know what in our model is certain and 
uncertain?

How do we answer all of these questions 
automatically? 



Goal: Provide a new 
foundation for automated 
scientific machine learning



Why is a new foundation needed?
Because off-the-shelf ML tools 
will not work

Understanding and mitigating gradient pathologies in physics-
informed neural networks
Sifan Wang, Yujun Teng, Paris Perdikaris



And it’s only 
diverging more

Discretize-Optimize vs. Optimize-
Discretize for Time-Series Regression 
and Continuous Normalizing Flows
Derek Onken, Lars Ruthotto

“Hey, that’s not an ODE”: Faster ODE Adjoints 
with 12 Lines of Code
Patrick Kidger, Ricky Chen, Terry Lyons

vs



We need a set of tools for mixing 
machine learning with the highly ill-
conditioned models commonly seen 
in scientific problems



SciML Open Source 
Software Orgnaization
sciml.ai
u DifferentialEquations.jl: high-performance differential 

equation solvers

u DiffEqFlux.jl: universal differential equation training 
optimizers, sensitivity analysis, and layer functions

u ModelingToolkit.jl: symbolic-numeric optimizations and 
automated parallelism

u NeuralPDE.jl: neural network solvers for PDEs, including 
automated physics-informed neural networks and deep BSDE 
methods for high dimensional PDEs

u Catalyst.jl: high-performance differentiable modeling of 
chemical reaction networks

u NBodySimulator.jl: high-performance differentiable 
molecular dynamics

u DataDrivenDiffEq.jl: Koopman Dynamic mode decomposition 
(DMD) methods and sparse identification (SInDy)

And 50 more libraries that cannot be fit!
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How do you condense scientific machine 
learning into a single method that you 
can optimize and make stiffly robust?

Universal Differential Equations

Universal Differential Equations for Scientific Machine Learning
Christopher Rackauckas, Yingbo Ma, Julius Martensen, Collin Warner, Kirill Zubov, Rohit Supekar, Dominic Skinner, Ali Ramadhan, Alan Edelman



Universal 
Approximation 
Theorem

NEURAL NETWORKS CAN GET 𝜖𝜖 CLOSE TO ANY 
𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 → 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚 FUNCTION 
Neural networks are just function 
expansions, fancy Taylor Series like things 
which are good for computing and bad for 
analysis. 

Neural networks work well in high 
dimensions
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Universal Differential Equations: Differential 
Equations defined in part by universal 

approximators

Use all known scientific features, use all 
numerical methods, have neural networks 

cover the last mile



Demonstration of UDEs on a toy model

A conceptual model for the coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak in 
Wuhan, China with individual reaction 
and governmental action
Lin, Qianying et al.
International Journal of Infectious 
Diseases, Volume 93, 211 - 216

𝜅𝜅 = 1117.3



Neural ODE: Learn the whole model

u’=NN(u)

Can fit, but not enough 
information to accurately 
extrapolate

Does not have the correct 
asymptotic behavior



Universal ODE

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion

Infection rates: known
From disease quantities

Percentage of cases
known to be severe,
can be estimated

Exposure:
Unknown



SInDy – Sparse Identification of Dynamical 
Systems

• Operation[cos(u₁) * -0.0013108600297508188 + cos(u₂) * 0.001048733466930909 + sin(u₃) * 
0.002524237642240494 + 4.582000697122147 + u₃ * 48.22745315102507 + u₃ ^ 2 * -
0.5293305992835255 + u₂ * 39.085961651678964 + u₂ * u₃ * -0.6742175940650399 + u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
0.0018086945606415868 + u₂ ^ 2 * -0.7760315827702667 + u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * -0.00827007707292397 + u₂ 
^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -4.8420203054602525e-5 + u₁ * 0.6927075862062384 + u₁ * u₃ * 2.5477896384187675 + 
u₁ * u₃ ^ 2 * -0.007633697801342265 + u₁ * u₂ * -0.8050223920175605 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ * -
0.005893734488035572 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * -4.205818407350913e-5 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * 
0.05154776022562611 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * 0.00011401535262358879 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -
1.8409670007515867e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * -1.480917344589218 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₃ * 0.022834435321810845 + u₁ ^ 
2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -7.10505011605666e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * -0.0811262292209696 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ * 
1.2503710381374686e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * -1.5835869421530206e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * 
0.0003756078420420898 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * 2.0403671083190194e-6 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -
4.0790059067580516e-10, cos(u₁) * 0.0018236630124880049 + sin(u₃) * -0.002857556410244201 + 
0.738713743952307 + u₃ * -45.316633125282735 + u₃ ^ 2 * 0.4976552341495027 + u₂ * -
36.669905096040644 + u₂ * u₃ * 0.63405194300575 + u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * -0.001699189499009162 + u₂ ^ 2 * 
0.7292234161358288 + u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * 0.007782847250932861 + u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 
4.5537832343115385e-5 + u₁ * -0.662837140886116 + u₁ * u₃ * -2.3955577736237044 + u₁ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
0.007174813124917316 + u₁ * u₂ * 

• 0.7564652530371222 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ * 0.005539740817006857 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
3.952859749575076e-5 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * -0.04846972496409705 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * -
0.00010714683124587004 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 1.7315253185547634e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * 
1.3922758705496125 + 

• u₁ ^ 2 * u₃ * -0.021478161074782457 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 6.675620535553527e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * 
0.07628907557295377 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ * -1.174623626431566e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
1.4858536352836396e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * -0.0003531614272747699 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ 

• ^ 2 * u₃ * -1.9178976768869506e-6 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 3.8405659245262027e-10, -
0.04932474700217403 + u₂ * 0.17406814677977456 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * -1.4594144102122378e-6]

Brunton, Steven L., Joshua L. Proctor, and J. Nathan 
Kutz. "Discovering governing equations from data by 
sparse identification of nonlinear dynamical 
systems." Proceedings of the national academy of 
sciences 113.15 (2016): 3932-3937.

Not Enough
Data! Unable
to achieve a
sparse basis



Universal ODE -> Internal Sparse Regression
Sparse Identification on only the missing term
Operation[u₂ * 0.10234428543435758 + u₁ * u₂ * 0.11371750552005416 + 

u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * 0.12635459799855597] of u=(S/N,I,D/N)

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion



ML-Augmented 
Scientific Modeling
1. Identify known parts of a model, build a UODE
2. Train a neural network (or other approximator) to capture 
the missing mechanisms
3. Sparse identify the missing terms to mechanistic terms
4. Verify the mechanisms are scientifically plausible
5. Extrapolate, do asymptotic analysis, predict bifurcation, etc.
6. Get more data to verify the new terms
UTILIZE ALL ADVANCED NUMERICAL METHODS WITH ML!



Universal ODEs 
learn and 
extrapolate
other 
dynamical 
behaviors



Discovering 
Droplet Physics

Raj Dandekar, MIT



Understanding the droplet crowns

?



Recovering sheet thickness from crown height

Exact same scaling as 
obtained from theory!

Theory was wrong!

Accelerate the physicist: 2 years to one weekend



GPS-free navigation using 
magnetic sensors and 
neural partial differential 
equations

● Neural partial differential equation models which 
incorporate Maxwell’s equations for magnetic field 
denoising

● Prediction of location for GPS-free navigation



But ODEs are simple, 
lets move to more 
difficult equations



Automated model discovery in pre-clinical contexts 
to predict drug efficacy

NN(2)

NN(3)

NN(4)

?

Data Find neural networks so the model matches the data, 
then find the equations which implies new chemical 
reactions



Universal Differential-Algebraic Equations:
Encoding Physical Constraints

Utilize known chemical kinetics

With known conservation laws

Learn highly stiff equations: Hessian condition number 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏



Optimization of materials 
for battery-powered aircraft

● GPU accelerate small (30) DAE battery models

● Utilize neural surrogates for global sensitivities

● Automatically refine equations from data

● Use these models to identify material properties

● Propose optimal experimental design

● Closed loop: direct collaboration with materials 
scientists, restructure model with new data



U-ODE’s for eVTOL Battery Modeling:
SciML for battery-powered cars and 
airplanes

• Bills, et al., Universal Battery 
Performance and Degradation 
Model for Electric Aircraft, DOI: 
10.26434/chemrxiv.12616169.v1

• https://electrek.co/2018/04/14/tesl
a-battery-degradation-data/

19% Increase in Degradation Modeling Accuracy

https://electrek.co/2018/04/14/tesla-battery-degradation-data/


Discretized PDE 
Operators are 
Convolutions



Automatically Learning PDEs from Data: 
Universal PDEs for Fisher-KPP



These scientific machine 
learning tools can also be 
used to accelerate!



Automated Climate Parameterizations
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High fidelity 15,000x acceleration over direct 
3D simulation. Traditionally done by hand!

Approximate only the vertical flux

Capturing missing physics in climate model parameterizations using neural differential equations
Ali Ramadhan, John Marshall, Andre Souza, Gregory LeClaire Wagner, Manvitha Ponnapati, Christopher Rackauckas



Accelerate Extremely 
Stiff Equations

Accelerating Simulation of Stiff Nonlinear Systems using 
Continuous-Time Echo State Networks
Ranjan Anantharaman, Yingbo Ma, Shashi Gowda, Chris 
Laughman, Viral Shah, Alan Edelman, Chris Rackauckas

On-going ARPA-E project



UDEs are a BLAS/LAPACK of SciML

Many other methods can be framed as a UDE
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Solving 1000 dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman via Universal SDEs

• Semilinear Parabolic Form (Diffusion-Advection 
Equations, Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman, Black-
Scholes)

• Make (𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∇u) 𝑡𝑡,𝑋𝑋 a neural network.
• Solve the resulting SDEs and learn 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∇u via:
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Use high order, implicit, adaptive SDE solvers
Train a solution in minutes

Using non-adaptive explicit 0.5th order 
Euler-Maruyama matches the state-of-the-art
deep BSDE methods from the literature

Solving high-dimensional partial differential equations using deep learning
Jiequn Han, Arnulf Jentzen, and Weinan E

Forward-Backward Stochastic Neural Networks: Deep Learning of High-dimensional 
Partial Differential Equations
Maziar Raissi

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-3553-7313


UDE Methods Cover Accelerated Physics-
Informed Neural Network Methods

This methodology can be seen as a universal 
differential equation with a multistep 
integrator where adaptive=false

The UDE methodology thus gives an 
generalization to:
• Implicit methods, SSP methods
• Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev methods
• SDEs, DAEs, DDEs, etc.

A comparative study of physics-informed neural network models for learning 
unknown dynamics and constitutive relations Ramakrishna Tipireddy, Paris 
Perdikaris, Panos Stinis and Alexandre Tartakovsky

Multistep Neural Networks for Data-driven Discovery of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems 
Maziar Raissi, Paris Perdikaris , and George Em Karniadakis

Our results indicate that the accuracy of the trained neural 
network models is much higher for the cases where we only have 
to learn a constitutive relation instead of the whole dynamics.



How is all of this being done?
The SciML Open Source Organization



DiffEqFlux: Handle 
all UDEs with fast 
and robust 
methods for stiff 
equations

• 300 highly optimized universal differential equation 
training mechanisms for highly stiff equations:

• ROCK methods

• Implicit methods (ODEs, SDEs, DAEs, DDEs)

• Multistep methods

• SSP methods (hyperbolic PDEs)

• Adaptive SDE solvers (implicit, high order) 

• Event handling

• Many adjoint choices:

• Discrete and continuous sensitivity analysis 
(checkpointed, stabilized, etc.)

• Mixed AD Hessian-free Newton-Krylov for robust 
second order optimization



Start With 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• MPI+GPU Compatibility
• Implicit, IMEX, multirate, symplectic, exponential integrators, etc.

• Adaptive high order methods for stochastic differential equations
• Stiff state-dependent delay differential equation discontinuity tracking
• Mix in Gillespie simulation (Continuous-Time Markov Chains)

• Automatic sparsity detection and optimization

• Arbitrary code injection through callbacks (Δt CFL handling, manifold projections, etc.)
And it’s routinely benchmarks as one of the fastest libraries in most categories
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DifferentialEquations.jl outperforms libraries in high level languages



But you can think of it as a C++ or Fortran code
speed on non-stiff equations

100x100 Linear ODE

Vern7 and DP5 are pure Julia. The rest are Fortran and C++

Pleiades 28 ODE system

CVODE is C++, while lsoda, ddeabm, odex are Fortran

github.com/SciML/SciMLBenchmarks



But you can think of it as a C++ or Fortran code
speed on stiff equations

BCR: 1122 Very Stiff ODEs

TRBDF2 are KenCarp4 are pure Julia, CVODE is Sundials (C++)

Hires: 7 Stiff ODEs

Rodas5 are RadauIIA5 pure Julia, Radau is Fortran, CVODE is Sundials

github.com/SciML/SciMLBenchmarks



It also comes with a ton of wrappers

• Very comprehensive benchmarks!
• Astrophysics, chemical physics, 

Fluid dynamics, partial 
differential equations, N-body 
problems, systems biology

• Pure Julia methods are the most 
efficient approximately 90% of the 
time

• Built zero overhead wrappers to 
keep on testing

• Which means you can use the 
wrappers

Filament: 600 semi-stiff ODEs

Rodas and lsoda are Fortran, CVODE is Sundials (C++)



DifferentialEquations.jl 
has had years of 
refinements

DifferentialEquations.jl is:

• 50x faster than SciPy

• 50x faster than MATLAB

• 100x faster than R’s deSolve

These are optimized libraries calling 
wrappers of Fortran code!



This is being put to use

PyBamm: Battery models in Python

In development: target Julia 
ModelingToolkit for faster simulation



The Adjoint 
Process is Fully 
Automated



Adjoint Differential Equation

This term is traditionally computed via differentiation and then multiplied to lambda
Reverse-mode embedded implementation: push-forward f(u) pullback lambda
Computational cost O(n) -> O(1) f evaluations and automatically uses optimized backpropagation!

Four choices for this computation:

- Numerical
- Forward-mode
- Reverse-mode traced compiled 

graph (best for scalarized 
nonlinear equations)

- Reverse-mode traced
- Reverse-mode vector source-to-

source (best for embedded 
neural networks)

Purely numerical techniques are not enough.
Traditional adjoint implementations are orders of magnitude less 
effective than neural-aware reverse-mode implementations.



Feature SciML (Julia) Sundials (C++) PETSc TS (C++) torchdiffeq Jax

Stiff ODEs 
and DAEs

Hundreds of methods tested and 
tuned on hundreds of problems

Yes (CVODE_BDF 
and IDA)

Yes (Rosenbrock-W 
methods, BDFs, etc.)

None None (one in progress, 
~200 times slower than 
SciPy according to the 

author!)

Adjoint 
Methods

8 choices tuned for different 
scenarios, including stabilized 
checkpointing, differentiate the 
solver, reversing adjoint

Stabilized 
checkpointing,

no AD integration

Discrete sensitivity 
analysis, no AD 

integration

Requires reversing the ODE or 
differentiate the solver

Requires reversing the 
ODE

Parallelism GPU, MPI, multithreading GPU, MPI, 
multithreading

GPU, MPI, and 
multithreading

GPU GPU

Event 
handling

Yes Yes Yes None None

SDEs Lots of methods, including 
stabilized, methods for stiff 

equations, high strong order, high 
weak order

None None torchsde, only diagonal noise (or 
order 0.5), requires reversing the 

SDE

None

Delays All ODE methods None None None None

The SciML ecosystem is the only one with fully-featured 
Universal Differential-Algebraic Equations



Cell gets 
enough 

protein x

Cell splits into two cells

It’s not just the speed, it’s the features

Biological simulation where things are 
growing, dying, and changing size?



Stiff Hybrid ODE with dynamic size 
and stochastic events:
30 lines of code with standard ML-
compatible Julia packages

https://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/features/callback_functions/#Example-3:-Growing-Cell-Population-1

It’s not just the speed, it’s the features

https://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/features/callback_functions/#Example-3:-Growing-Cell-Population-1


It’s the features with speed

Want to train a neural ODE?

What about with SDEs?



DiffEqFlux.jl can do 
scientific machine learning 
on real problems with the 
real methods

• Neural ODE with batching on the GPU (without internal data 
transfers) with high order adaptive 
• implicit ODE solvers for stiff equations using matrix-free 
Newton-Krylov via preconditioned GMRES 
• and trained using checkpointed adjoint equations.
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Automated Sparsity Detection: SparsityDetection.jl and 
ModelingToolkit.jl

A program is just control flow:
- Jacobians: whether two variables interact
- Hessians: whether two variables interact nonlinearly

We can generate sparsity patterns from programs via 
nonstandard interpretation.

51.714 seconds to 1.185 s!
50x for no effort!

https://docs.sciml.ai/lat
est/tutorials/advanced_
ode_example/#Automat
ic-Sparsity-Detection-1

Sparsity Programming: Automated Sparsity-Aware Optimizations in Differentiable Programming
Shashi Gowda, Yingbo Ma, Valentin Churavy, Alan Edelman, Christopher Rackauckas

https://docs.sciml.ai/latest/tutorials/advanced_ode_example/#Automatic-Sparsity-Detection-1


Composability 
Example: 
Multiscale 
Cellular 
Models

Cell gets 
enough 

protein x

Cell splits into two cells



Stiff Hybrid ODE with dynamic size 
and stochastic events:
30 lines of code with standard ML-
compatible Julia sMake any piece a learnable function

https://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/features/callback_functions/#
Example-3:-Growing-Cell-Population-1

Mix stiffness, dynamic sizing, implicit events, and neural networks

https://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/features/callback_functions/#Example-3:-Growing-Cell-Population-1


The near future of SciML
will incorporate compiler 
techniques to 
automatically improve 
models



Accelerated building 
energy efficiency 
models

● Automation of model order reduction on DAEs via neural 
DAE surrogate dimensional reductions

● Interaction with component-based modeling to allow for 
generating accelerated building models with transferred 
learning components



ModelingToolkitization

• Start imperative Julia
• Define symbolic inputs
• Derive symbolic models
• Perform transformations



Modelingtoolkitize: automated code 
optimization

Input: bad slow user code
Output: fast ODEProblem with 
symbolically calculated (sparse) 
Jacobians, automatically 
parallelized, etc.

1.475 ms -> 136.400 μs
10x acceleration with no effort!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNkXNZZ3hSw

JuliaCon 2020 | Auto-Optimization and Parallelism in 
DifferentialEquations.jl | Chris Rackauckas



Because ModelingToolkit is symbolic, we are 
free to get rid of allocations, parallelize, etc.

Linear indexing
of the in-place
operations on a
sparse matrix

Can choose dynamic
Scheduling with DaggerForm

Reduction of
computed 
operations
via simplify

157x acceleration
on this PDE example!



ModelingToolkit can 
symbolically represent 
many numerically difficult 
mathematical problems

• ODESystem

• SDESystem

• NonlinearSystem

• (Nonlinear) OptimizationSystem

• JumpSystem (Continuous-Time 
Markov)

• ReactionSystem

• ControlSystem

• PDESystem

And growing!

Specify the 2D Poisson PDE symbolically and solve it with physics-informed neural 
networks 



Automated Uncertainty Quantification as a Compiler Problem



Thank you! For more information, check out the JuliaCon talks:

Doing Scientific Machine Learning (SciML) With Julia (Workshop)
Probabilistic Optimization with the Koopman Operator
SciML: Automatic Discovery of droplet fragmentation Physics
NetworkDynamics.jl - Modeling dynamical systems on networks
Automated optimization and parallelism with DifferentialEquations.jl

and the 18.337 Parallel Computing and Scientific Machine Learning course: 
https://github.com/mitmath/18337
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